Video Loan Library
Other

Numbers beginning with "V" are available in VHS; Numbers beginning with "D" are available in DVD.
Numbers with an "*" behind them are available in DVD and VHS.

ID #
V-3000-VA *

Contractor Safety (Quiz included)

(5 min. serious)

Covers the responsibility of both the facility and contractor to respect potential hazards and
follow all established procedures. It also discusses smoking, emergencies, and the importance
of security.

V-3000-VB *

Manual Load Handling in the Warehouse

(11 min. serious)

Reviews: 1) load inspection: weight, edges, slipping hazards 2) correct lifting 3) workplace
safety rules: clear exits, no smoking, clean environment, alcohol/drug prohibition.

D-3000-DC

Hand Injuries: The Gory Story

DVD Only (10 min. graphic)

Uses graphic photographs of actual hand injuries to make employees think seriously about
hand hazards and the effect hand injuries have on a person's lifestyle.

V-3000-VD *

Think about This

(5 min. graphic)

Very graphic video showing re-enacted accidents that can happen if you take shortcuts. Forces
employees to think about the personal consequences of unsafe acts.

V-3000-VF *

Workers' Compensation Fraud

(12 min. serious)

Discusses the costs and repercussions involved with Workers' Comp fraud.

V-3000-VG

Custodial Staff Safety

(10 min. serious)

Covers basic safety for custodians; lifting hazards, ladder safety, chemical safety and safety
precautions to take in handling body fluids.

V-3000-VH

Groundskeeper Safety Including Pesticides

(11 min. humorous)

Identifies hazards and safety precautions dealing with groundskeeping and landscaping.

V-3000-VI

Conflict Resolution

(10 min. serious)

Discusses conflicts in the workplace. Gives suggestions on how to handle conflicts with coworkers and handling problems by compromise, accommodations and competition to build
teamwork and get positive results.

V-3000-VJ *

Office Safety

(18 min. humorous)

Shows collision, filing cabinet, slip, trip and fall hazards. It also shows proper lifting, fire
evacuation, eye strain, desk safety and the danger of overloaded power outlets.

V-3000-VK *

Traffic Control

(7 min. serious)

Gives safe and effective traffic control procedures. Discusses common causes of traffic control
accidents; requirements of effective traffic control; signs: types, uses and placement; flagging;
and traffic control devices: flashers, barricades, cones, delineators, drums and flags.

V-3000-VL

The Charlie Morecraft Story

(20 min. serious)

The true story of a chemical plant accident to Charlie Morecraft. He stresses the importance of
safety on the job site and how you, your family and your company can't afford an accident.

V-3000-VM *

It Could Happen to You

(5 min. serious)

Shows how shortcuts taken can cause accidents and how what appears to be minor safety
infractions result in serious injuries.

Other
D-3000-DN

What Could Go Wrong?

DVD Only (14 min. serious)

Covers the following: Unsafe conditions, housekeeping and electricity; tool and equipment
safety including ladders; material handling; lifting and back safety; and hazardous chemicals
and gases.

V-3000-VO *

Safety Awareness II: The Gory Story

(9 min. graphic)

Shows dramatic pictures of actual injuries; mangled arms, legs, and hands. A tremendous
variety of accidents and resulting injuries are covered.

V-3000-VP *

Horrific Accidents: The Facts

(10 min. graphic)

Shows actual photos of workplace injuries. Proves to employees how a split second can cause
a lifelong or life-threatening injury.

V-3000-VQ *

Horseplay Is No Joke

(12 min. serious)

Gives statistics of how horseplay maims and kills people. Dismiss the dangers of horseplay in
the workplace and what can be done to prevent it.

V-3000-VR *

Abrasive Blasting

(12 min. serious)

Covers all the important topics including PPE, equipment setup and inspection, safe operating
procedures, job site conditions, bystander safety and more.

V-3000-VS *

Coaching the Professional Logger

(25 min. serious)

This video has three segments showing how to build a winning logging team. It gives the
coaches/owners responsibilities, the players responsibilities, and how to develop a game plan
for each logging tract.

V-3000-VT *

Landscape Maintenance Safety

(5 min. serious)

Covers wearing proper PPE, inspection checklist to avoid injuries from machinery, and special
precautions for string trimmer and chainsaws.

V-3000-VU *

An Extra Effort for Safety Sake

(15 min. serious)

Addresses the importance of safety, the financial and emotional impact accidents and injuries
can have, and best practices to prevent incidents from occurring at your site.

V-3000-VV *

A Million Excuses

(10 min. serious)

Presents common excuses to avoid safety procedures and responses to those excuses.
Covers eye protection, chemical safety, safe lifting techniques, and safety policies and
procedures.

V-3000-VW *

Grain Elevator Safety Orientation

(13 min. serious)

Overview of all activities involved in operating a grain elevator operation. Covers proper PPE,
fire protection, housekeeping and more.

D-3000-DX

Don't Go With the Flow - Grain Engulfment/Rescue Video (Quiz Included)

DVD Only (23 min. serious)

Covers grain operations engulfment risk and rescuing entrapped workers. Examines types of
entrapment and reviews procedures for rescuing workers.

D-3000-DY

Your Safety Matters (English & Spanish) (Supplemental Training Materials CD
Included)

DVD Only (28 min. serious)

The NGFA & Grain Elevator and Processing Society developed this DVD training program for
employees of grain handling, feed-manufacturing and grain processing operations. Includes the
following topics: Fires and explosions; confined space and bin entry; truck and rail safety; safe
operation of equipment; ladder safety; ppe; and more.
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